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LMK Group’s CTO to leave the company during the 
autumn of 2021

LMK Group’s Chief Technology Officer Alexander W Aagreen has decided to leave his 
role during the autumn of 2021 to assume a new assignment outside of the 
organization. LMK Group has initiated the recruitment process for a new CTO.

Alexander has worked as CTO since 2018 and built up the technical organization as part of the 
transformation that LMK Group has undergone over the past years. Alexander has now decided to 
move to a similar role in a company in another industry. His notice period is 6 months and LMK 
Group has initiated the process to find a new CTO.

Based on LMK Group’s current scalable platform, the company will look for a candidate who can 
continue to strengthen the group’s leading position in Scandinavian foodtech, where the technical 
development is key for the user experience and continued innovation.

Walker Kinman, CEO of LMK Group, said: “Alexander has played an important role in the 
transformation of LMK Group over the past years and I would like to thank him for his endeavours. 
We are now looking for a new CTO who will lead the work to continue strengthening the user 
experience while ensuring high efficiency in the organization with a focus on data and 
personalization.”

For further information, please contact:

Walker Kinman, CEO, LMK Group
Telephone (SWE): +46 707 22 65 13
E-mail: ir@lmkgroup.se

About LMK Group

LMK Group was founded in 2008 with the vision of simplifying everyday life by offering a large 
variety of inspiring meals delivered directly to the customer's front door. Today, the group is the 
largest supplier of meal kits in the Nordic region and a leader in Scandinavian foodtech. The group 
operates in Sweden, Norway and Denmark under the brands Linas Matkasse, Godtlevert, Adams 
Matkasse and RetNemt. In 2020, LMK Group generated SEK 1.2 billion in revenues and delivered 
approximately 1.74 million meal kits to households in the markets in which the group 
operates. LMK Group is listed on Nasdaq First North Premier Growth Market. Certified Adviser is 
FNCA Sweden AB, info@fnca.se, +46 (0) 8528 00 399.
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